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Due to the distinct lack of reasonably-priced space or pressure suits on the commercial 
market, we are exploring the possibility of developing a hypothetical suit in this paper to 
give options to especially the suborbital manned spacecraft market.

Design Assumptions

These are the criteria that we are using to determine if our presented suit design is 
successful

(1) Reasonable cost
(2) Aesthetically pleasing
(3) Can hold an interior pressure of 5 psi

Here are the secondary criteria that would be nice to have, but not necessary:

(1) dexterity
(2) weight
(3) thermal characteristics
(4) easy to don

This paper is divided into 2 sections, one for the suit itself and one for the helmet.

The Design

We believe that the road to a successful space suit design is through a 4 layer approach

(1) Comfort layer – “G” layer
(2) Membrane layer
(3) Strength layer
(4) Aesthetic layer

Comfort Layer – G Layer

The comfort layer's only function is to provide a breathable internal layer insulating the 
astronaut's skin from direct contact with the membrane layer. It is made with 



commercially-available “normal” fabrics and only needs to be tight fitting (for final 
aesthetics) and thick enough to allow sweat dissipation and mild thermal properties.

For advanced fireproof properties, its possible that Nomex could be the fabric from which 
this layer is constructed.

The bottom part of this layer we desire to be of a “G” layer or rather a static G suit type 
arrangement. We believe that this can easily be implemented with multiple layers of fabrics 
such as Spandex or Lycra. The purpose of this is to restrict blood flow to the lower 
extremities for situations where acceleration forces are in the downward direction, to keep 
the astronaut conscious.

Membrane Layer

We differentiate between the membrane layer (the rubberized layer that keeps the pressure 
from leaking through the suit) and the strength layer, which allows us to select two 
materials that excel at what they are designed to do.

For example Neoprene is an excellent non-porous material perfect for preventing gaseous 
suit leakage. However it has very poor strength, and when inflated poor aesthetic, 
properties. By placing a strength layer over the membrane layer, a positive 5 psi pressure 
can be retained with little suit inflation.

We recommend an integrated welded Neoprene dry suit, using a commercially-available, 
reasonably priced option for the membrane layer.

Strength Layer

Those materials that have high-strength characteristics are also those that have high 
porosity. By combining an impervious membrane layer under the strength layer we can 
select a high tensile strength fabric and thread material like Kevlar.

Kevlar has a tensile strength of 3620 MPa compared to Nylon's 78 MPa , thus leading to a 
thin, aesthetically pleasing, light strength layer.



Strength Layer Construction Theory

We present the following theory of how this layer should be designed and implemented.

Even though the human body is asymmetrical compared to something like a cylindrical 
pressure vessel, we believe that the same pneumatic dynamics still apply.

The critical task of the strength layer is to prevent outward pressure forces from distorting 
and even tearing the suit. Therefore, we can build the suit out of a series of fabric bands 
made out of redundantly-sewn Kevlar ribbon. These can even be tailored for the person 
the suit is being made for by measuring the person's size with a tape measure.

However there is still the sizable force of the pressure acting in the lateral direction (as 
opposed to the axial direction). For example the pressure exerted by the helmet upwards 
and the feet and hands downward. To counteract this effect we sew Kevlar ribbon 
lengthwise perpendicular to the fabric bands.



For ease of construction these two layers of ribbon are mounted on a conventional 
garment of the same size of the finished suit.

This leads to a situation where there is a lot of sewing involved; however sewing is an 
inexpensive procedure just requiring time and the skills.

Doning the Strength Layer Suit

Based on our research, we believe that the best mixture of convenience and safety margin 
is accomplished through using a corset-type laced rear-entry procedure. This layer is 
merely stepped into and cord of the appropriate tensile strength is passed through steel 
eyelet/grommets providing the best available closure with a cost in amount of time and 
effort with which to don it.

Aesthetic Layer

For the purposes of this paper, we will merely recommend a standard well-fitting flight suit 
of conventional materials, either gray or green. Speaking of aesthetics, here are some 
pictures of what I feel is the right look for an astronaut.

<will continue later with glove, boot and helmet sections>


